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Foundation of the company

Opening of new
production-building

Foundation of the first
subsidiaries in France,
Austria and in the USA

Move into
today‘s office

Pioneering Technologies

1998
New production building
with 4.000 m²

2003

2006

150 employees

200 employees

2000
New production building
in Czech Republic

2008
375 employees

2007
New production
building with 10.000 m²

2009
Opening of business
segments automation and
solar technology

WELCOME!
The name KEMPER has been synonymous with pioneering technologies
for more than 30 years. In 1977 Gerd Kemper developed and produced his
first welding fume extractor in the garage of his Westphalian home town of
Vreden. It was the beginning of a success story. In addition to extraction
and filter systems as well as extraction tables, an automated storage and
retrieval system and a tracking system for photovoltaic systems are also
part of the product range today. KEMPER has always been faithful to its
commitment to keep reinventing himself and to set new standards with
innovations.
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T H E S P E C I A L I S T F O R S Y S T E M AT I C
A I R P U R I F I C AT I O N I N T H E W O R K I N G
E N V I R O N M E N T.
Clean air and safety at work: these have been the goal at KEMPER since the company was
founded in 1977. Hazardous smoke and pollutants are generated during welding and cutting
in the metal industry.

Using our extraction and filtering equipment, we make

Compared to fixed installations, increases in power

sure that operators can still breathe in clean air. With

output of up to 40 percent can be achieved.

an extensive range of health and safety equipment,

To ensure our products’ high technical standards,

we can provide protection against UV / IR radiation,

we invest continually in research and development.

heat, sparks and weld splatter, benefiting not only the
operator but also the machinery and the environment.

We also work with universities, research institutes
and technical monitoring agencies. And with some

These days, KEMPER stands for more than just

success:

clean air and safety in metalworking. Since 2008, we

we developed the KEMPER INTELLISTORE® storage

have been supplying the KEMPER INTELLISTORE®

and retrieval system in cooperation with the Fraun-

storage and retrieval system, an innovative, modular

hofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (IML),

facility for the intelligent storage of sheet metal.

receiving the VDI Innovation Award in Spring 2009.
In addition to its headquarters in Vreden, KEMPER

Unlike conventional solutions, the system does not

now maintains other production facilities in Shanghai

work with drawers, but provides access to the metal

(China) and Prague (Czech Republic).

sheets individually, both when storing and retrieving
from stock. The advantages are a more efficient use

In addition, we have eight subsidiaries and a large

of storage capacity thanks to higher stock storage

number of business partners throughout the world.

levels, more flexible use of compartments and faster

The heart of our business is and remains our head-

handling.

quarters in Vreden. We will continue to develop and
produce our products here in the future.

Since the beginning of 2009, we have been making
use of our years of experience in plant construction
and our core competency in metalworking to develop
tracking systems for photovoltaic modules.
KemTRACK determines the exact position of the sun
from the location, date and time and thus ensures that
the solar cells always have the optimum orientation.
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Extraction technology

G R E AT P E R F O R M A N C E O N T H E N A N O S C A L E .
The welding process generates hazardous fumes and pollutants. KEMPER extraction and filter
systems ensure that these are captured and extracted right at the place of origin. Even extremely small particles penetrating pulmonary alveoli (alveolar dust particles) can be extracted almost
completely.
The extraction of hazardous fumes and pollutants at

Small, mobile devices like the KEMPER Dusty stand

the welding workplace is often neglected. As a con-

out on account of their minimal weight and versatility,

sequence it is especially easy for workers to breathe

but they are still very powerful. Two strong turbines

in harmful dust particles. KEMPER’s various extrac-

provide an excellent extraction efficiency and high

tor models offer the right solution for every welding

static pressing.

situation.
The KEMPER 8000 and 9000 systems were
Our products range from small, mobile devices

especially developed for use in laser and plasma

to large, permanently installed extraction and filter

cutting as well as for the installation of central

systems. Furthermore you have the option of choosing

extraction systems. Their outstanding design and

between mechanical, electrostatic and self-cleaning

technology as well as excellent extraction and filter

filters as well as models with one or two exhaust arms.

efficiency make them the benchmark for all extraction
and filter systems on the market today.
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Effect of the exhaust hood
The shape of the KEMPER exhaust hood is
designed to generate an oblong vacuum field
that matches the shape of a welded seam. The
exhaust hood is attached to the exhaust arm so
that it can be turned by 360°.

3

Still going strong
where other filters fail.
When deciding on an extraction and filter system,
the most important criterion is the filters’ efficiency.
This is why KEMPER uses ePTFE membrane filters

2

3

KEMPER Filter-Table
The Filter-Table with its integrated filter system
is an effective solution for extracting harmful
particles generated during the welding and
cutting process.

which can still filter out ultra-fine particles of up to

KEMPER Dusty
Ultra-light, flexible and powerful. Two strong
turbines provide an excellent extraction
efficiency and high static pressing, making
it universally suitable for many different
applications.

Furthermore, System 8000 devices are BGIA-tested.

0,1 μm and less. This is the only way to capture even
the smallest particles and effectively protect workers
from harmful particles entering their lungs.

They comply with statutory regulations and are
therefore suitable for recycling the air back into the
workplace, even when processing high-alloy steels.
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S U P E R F I C I A L , T H AT W A S Y E S T E R D AY.
Cutting metals generates dust and slag. Compared to ordinary extraction tables,
KEMPER extraction tables allow for a more even and efficient extraction.

Cutting metals is a highly problematic and energy-

To make cutting more flexible, the KEMPER

intensive process. One of the main reasons for this

extraction tables consist of individual modules,

is the dust and slag generated in the process.

allowing for almost any size. The individual

To allow for a more even and efficient extraction,

modules in turn are subdivided into segments.

KEMPER uses the technique of surface vacuuming.

A segment controller allows you to only open the

The special design of the extraction tables allows the

section above which the metal is being cut. This

dust generated during cutting to be evenly vacuumed

results in optimal extraction while saving energy.

from the surface of the table. This leads to an efficient

In addition, various cutting supports allow for a

and safe extraction of the generated dust particles

customized and therefore improved cutting quality.

without sparks getting into the filters.

Extraction tables
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Flame cutting tables
In comparison to conventional extraction tables,
KEMPER extraction tables make it possible to have
a more uniform and more efficient suction. The tables
consist of individual modules, allowing virtually any size
to be built. It is possible to have a segment control that
only opens the section just above where cutting is taking
place. This gives the best possible extraction and saves
on energy costs.

KEMPER eco-tables
The KEMPER eco-table is for cutting pieces up to 55 mm
thick. Thanks to the standard dimensions, these tables
can be produced more cheaply than conventional ones,
whilst providing the usual high quality expected from
KEMPER.
The extraction flaps are mechanically actuated using
a control carriage. The standard package includes
mechanical controls, material supports and slag trays.

KEMPER easySHUTTLE
The KEMPER easySHUTTLE consists of two shuttle
frames with cutting supports. This allows one table to be
loaded while the other is run into the cutting area, making
better use of valuable time.
The control of the easySHUTTLE can be linked to the
control of the cutting machine. The shuttle table can also
be manually controlled.

KEMPER water cutting tables
KEMPER water cutting tables have been specially
developed for plasma cutting.
By cutting sheet metal plates under water, the cutting
dust is largely absorbed and noise levels greatly reduced.
Two further benefits of KEMPER water cutting tables are
the very low material distortion and the high quality of cut.
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Protective welding equipment

R E A D Y F O R A N Y A P P L I C AT I O N .
Protecting the workers is of enormous importance during welding and cutting.
Therefore KEMPER offers an extensive range of industrial safety products.

Whether it is UV/IR radiation, heat, sparks or welding

Respirator systems, protective visors, goggles,

spatter: workers are exposed to numerous hazards

glasses and clothing ensure the safety of workers.

during welding and cutting. KEMPER products are

Depending on the model, lamellar blinds and curtains

designed to meet any requirements and offer the right

as well as sound absorbing elements can be used

solution for any application.

to protect against dust, drafts, moisture, sparks and
welding spatter.
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KEMPER autodark®
and autoflow XP® –
effective eye and respiratory
protection
The human eye is very sensitive and therefore needs
special protection. KEMPER autodark® visors offer
the right solution. These visors darken automatically
in only 0,00008 seconds. Furthermore, they feature
a microcontroller that sets precise dark shades.
If welding, cutting or grinding takes place in extremely confined spaces, it is not always possible to
extract the harmful particles. Protective respiratory
systems like the KEMPER autoflow XP® ensure an
air supply that is free of harmful substances even
under these conditions.
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FREED FROM DRAWERS.
KEMPER INTELLISTORE® is an innovative, modular designed shelf storage system
for the intelligent storage of sheet metal.

It consists of a heavy load shelf storage system, an

The Drawer Less Sheet Storage has been specially

innovative automated storage and retrieval system

designed for INTELLISTORE® and is a modular

and specially coordinated stock management

designed, expandable heavy load shelf system.

software, which opens complete new possibilities for

By abolishing drawers, the shelf system is less bulky

the storage, supply and administration in the sheet

and can be built up quickly using standard parts.

metal processing industry.
In each shelf you can store sheet metal plates on
The KEMPER shelf storage system treats each sheet

top of another irrelevant of thickness and weight of

individually and therefore cuts out the unpractical

the individual plates.The maximum stacking height for

drawers. The supply of sheet metal is therefore much

each shelf is 125 mm irrelevant of the plate thickness,

quicker, more efficient and accurate.

with a max. load capacity of 4,5 t each shelf.

Through INTELLISTORE® the individual sheet has its
own history and identity.

Automation
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Automated storage and retrieval system
INTELLISTORE® distinguishes itself through its
unique Automated storage and retrieval system
(ASRS). Compared to other shelf storage systems
INTELLISTORE® ASRS features a vacuum gripper,
which can be telescopically extended to both sides.
This enables a direct withdrawal and delivery of single
sheets to their required location in record time. Over
and above this the ASRS allows for an efficient consignment of up two tons of sheets on the integrated
consignment shelf. Thereby saving valuable time and
energy. The light weight of the unit allows for unheard
of acceleration and maximum speed of the
INTELLISTORE® ASRS.

Handling device
The optional Handling device of the INTELLISTORE®
sheet metal store provides the bond between the
storage system and a cutting or other production unit.
The Handling device takes the topmost metal sheet
from the Automated storage and retrieval systems,
handover or INTELLISTORE® transport table and
moves this to a designated area, e.g. onto the
KEMPER shuttle table to a cutting unit.

Delivery table
The sliding inbound table of the INTELLISTORE®
shelf storage system forms a flexible interface to stock
receipt. It consists of two slidable unloading points on
which the incoming sheet stock can be prepared for
use. This way the Automated storage and retrieval
system (ASRS) can move a sheet from one unloading
point into the rack, while other sheets are unloaded
and wait for storage. This way a smooth and efficient
procedure is guaranteed.

Handover table
The sliding handover table of the INTELLISTORE®
shelf storage system forms a flexible interface to the
production line. It consists of two slidable unloading
points on which the sheets can be prepared for use.
This way the sheet that has been prepared on a handover table can be taken for the production line while
the Automated storage and retrieval system (ASRS)
deposits another sheet for use from the rack.
This way a smooth and efficient procedure is
guaranteed.

The KEMPER INTELLISTORE® advantages:
▪ reduced order lead times
▪ efficient and reduced use of personnel
▪ great flexibility in the production process
▪ shorter delivery times
▪ improved lead times
▪ greater storage capacity
▪ less damage to material
▪ optimised material controlling
▪ reduction of accident risk
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Advantages in a nutshell:
▪ State-of-the-art production techniques ensure the highest quality and workmanship.
▪ The modular design guarantees space-saving, economical transport and simple assembly.
▪ Our own installation and service teams ensure security in planning and managing your projects.
▪ Quality drives and controls “made in Germany.”
▪ Solid, torsion-free construction as a long-term investment.

Solar technology
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U S I N G E N E R G Y M O R E E F F I C I E N T LY.
Our many years of experience in mechanical engineering has been incorporated
into the development of the two-axis tracking system.

A solar energy system is a long-term investment.

The astronomical control of the two drives has innova-

The same can be said for our tracking systems.

tive functions and ensures an increased power output

The construction is torsion-free, especially robust and

by up to 40 %. The position of the sun is determined

long-lasting. At the same time we were aiming for an

via the location, date and time and the surface of the

extremely modular system. All elements can be fixed

module is optimally aligned with the sun.

with screws, allowing for very easy installation on the
one hand while the tracking systems take up very little

This principle has the advantage of functioning

space and can be transported in standard containers

independent of prevailing weather conditions.

throughout the world in no time at all. Optionally the

Software algorithms prevent modules from

frame can also be delivered welded and pre-assem-

obscuring each other at low irradiation angles.

bled.
Several controls can be linked, connected to wind
The used industrial drives are ”made in Germany”,

sensors and remotely controlled via a bus system.

low maintenance and especially stable.
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P E R F E C T I O N D O W N T O T H E L A S T D E TA I L .
The highest standard of quality is a trademark of KEMPER, making us go beyond merely
complying with regular standards.

Extraction and filter systems for the metal-working

That’s why all filter systems at KEMPER have always

industry must be flexible, reliable and above all robust.

been made of sheet-steel housings and other highquality components.

Commitment to Quality
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Innovative Production Techniques
Not only our own product development, but also a
high vertical integration ensures the first-class quality
and high reliability of our products.
KEMPER has its own metal processing with state-ofthe-art machinery as well as a fully automated powder
coating machine, allowing us to quickly respond to individual customer wishes while maintaining the quality
of our products at the same time.

Tested Safety
Products designed to ensure safety at work and protect persons must be of special quality and reliability.

We are aware of this and pay special attention to
ensuring that all products we offer are tested and
certified according to applicable safety regulations
and standards.

However, merely complying with standards is not
enough for us. Many of our products are better than
guidelines or regulations require. We want you, as
our customer, to have the greatest confidence in the
safety of our products.
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After-Sales-Service

OUR SERVICES.
We want you to be satisfied with our products for a long time.
This is why we are offering you further services for the time after your purchase.

KEMPER products excel in their first-rate quality.

inspection after 50 hours of operation, after which we

However, trade association regulations define extrac-

provide maintenance services at regular intervals.

tion and filter systems as safety-relevant facilities that

If necessary, we also exchange worn parts or filter

require regular testing and maintenance. This is requi-

cartridges. In case of malfunctions we come to your

red by law. That’s why we recommend a maintenance

place in no time at all and eliminate them as quickly

contract for your extraction and filter systems which

as possible. A full-service contract includes all travel

ensures annual testing and maintenance of your facili-

expenses, replacement filters as well as parts subject

ties in accordance with statutory provisions.

to wear and replacement parts.

We provide you with comprehensive support from day
one. We already subject your facilities to a first visual
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KEMPER BusinessClub
As a member of the KEMPER BusinessClub you can
collect points with each purchase and convert them
into prizes! Not only can you enjoy our favourable
purchasing conditions this way, but you also get an
additional discount in the form of great prizes.
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Deutschland

Česká Republika

France

KEMPER GmbH
Von-Siemens-Str. 20 | D-48691 Vreden
Tel. + 49 (0)2564/68-0 | Fax +49(0)2564/68-120
mail@kemper.eu | www.kemper.eu

KEMPER spol. s r.o.
Pyšelská 393 | CZ-257 21 Poříčí nad Sázavou
Tel. +420/317 798 000 | Fax +420 / 317 798 888
mail@kemper.cz | www.kemper.cz

KEMPER sàrl
ZI du Ried | F-67590 Schweighouse sur Moder
Tél. + 33 (0) 3 88 07 29 80 | Fax +33 (0) 3 88 07 20 10
mail@kemper.fr | www.kemper.fr

United Kingdom

United States

China

KEMPER (U.K.) Ltd.
Venture Court | 2 Debdale Road | Wellingborough
Northamptonshire | NN8 5AA
Tel. + 44 (0)1327/872909 | Fax +44(0)1327/872181
mail@kemper.co.uk | www.kemper.co.uk

KEMPER America, Inc.
5910 Shiloh Road East | Suite 110 | Alpharetta, GA 30005
Tel. 770/41670 70 | Fax 770 / 8 28 06 43
mail@kemperamerica.com | www.kemperamerica.com
1-800-756-5367

KEMPER Exhaust System
(Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
No. 20-22 Lane 19, Ganghe Road | Xidu Industry Zone
Fengxian | Shanghai 201401 | P.R. of China
Tel. +86 (21) 6715 9900 | Fax +86 (21) 6715 6690

Nederland

España

India

KEMPER B.V.
Postbus 83 | NL-7140 AB Groenlo
Verkoopkantoor
Tel. + 49 - 2564/68-137 | Fax +49-2564/68-120
mail@kemper-bv.nl | www.kemper-bv.nl

KEMPER IBÉRICA, S.L.
Av. Riera Principal, 8 | E-08328 Alella / Barcelona
Tel. +34-902 109 454 | Fax + 34 - 902 109 45
mail@kemper.es | www.kemper.es

KEMPER Extraction & Filtration
Systems India Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 52 | Udyog Vihar | Phase VI | Sector -37 |
Gurgaon - 122001 | Haryana, India
Tel. +91 124 4121 600 Fax +91 124 4121 611
www.kemper-india.com | mail@kemper-india.com
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